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• abstract
This research paper analyses a twofold transfer that affects the cultural field by using
international research evidence and sharing results from the participatory policy-design
project ‘Shared Vision’ 2016 and the ‘Sofia Creative Partnerships’2017 project simulating
artistic initiative in Sofia. Why a double fold? On the one hand, there is the digital shift,
which renders cultural rights and artistic practices into a new mode of global existence. It is
manifested by entrepreneurial initiatives and innovation in cultural business models and arts
marketing. On the other hand, there is the post-socialist shift leading to decentralised cultural
governance. Current modes of cultural practice were impossible twenty-five years ago and we
witness the complex transformation of interests and rights that redefine values at the local and
at the global level. The close interdependence of the global digital shift and the transferal of
rights and responsibilities pertaining to cultural investment locally will define the future
quality of cultural and artistic expression.
• Кeywords, digital transfer, participatory policy, creative, arts scene Sofia
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Intro


Digital rights and values

2 billion people around the world was the monthly user-base of Facebook in June 2017 as its
virtual and augmented reality tools continue to innovate enhanced by the power of artificial
intelligence. (Constine J. 2017) The backbone of investment into these digital modes of
creation and participation is the advertising revenue derived from the user base.
All of us, artists and public, are entangled into the marketing and advertising revenue
enveloping the ‘free-for-all content’ of digital content platforms. The digital shift alters forms
of communication and the value chain in ways that deserve the attention of creators, arts
managers and cultural policy makers.

Figure 1: User-content platforms as digital markets
Infographic by Bruce Durbin TechCrunch, Constine 2017
The ‘0’ cost service makes digital platforms the most used media/marketing channel of arts
and cultural managers in Bulgaria. This became evident from the 2016 survey on free
initiatives in Dance, Literature, Music, Theatre and Visual Arts based in Sofia. (Koleva 2016)
In 2016 for the first time since democratic rule in Bulgaria, the municipal authorities of the
capital (1, 5 million inhabitants) partnered non-state actors in Dance, Literature, Music,
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Theatre and Visual Arts. This precedent marked the prominent rise of self-initiated cultural
activities. The ambition of the research was to boost the potential of Sofia’s growing free arts
scene. It resulted in a proposal for a long-term strategy under the brand name ‘Shared Vision’.
By 2025 the support for the free initiative of cultural organizations, artists, formal and
informal associations should transform Sofia into an attractive European city, where cocreation, public interaction and professional development in the arts thrive.
366 responses were collected in one month through an online survey. They provided the
project with crucial insights about the artistic scene of Sofia. It communicates largely via
digital tools according to 33% and through informal exchange according to 27% of the
respondents. Only 4% referred to using the formal communication tools of the municipality of
Sofia. (Koleva 2016)

Figure 2: Shared Vision Survey, Koleva 2016
50% of the respondents qualified the arts scene’ information as ‘chaotic ‘and 28%
described it as ‘incidental’, while only 12% considered engagement with the public to be
‘organised’. The ‘Shared Vision’ project also used focus group analysis. It verified the
conclusion that the free arts scene in Sofia has limited know-how, financial resources and
manpower to use professional digital solutions. This is the reason it resorts to using ‘free’
digital content platforms. This choice means artistic priorities may not override marketing
needs especially as most organisations operate day-to day on small budgets or project-based
grants.
25 years since its official birth, the free arts scene of Sofia boasts its success stories: indie
Music albums, prestigious Theatre awards, celebrated writers and trendy artist-run spaces.
(Shared Vision 2016 Annex1). These achievements indicate a base for growth in artistic and
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public value. The professionals also revealed their concern over the deficit in the scope and
uneven quality of digital interaction with audiences and arts markets.
Digital content platforms may pose a risk for public outreach because they operate in
uncharted territories. A refund of "a couple of dollars" to compensate damage was refused by
a company that suffered an automated advertising incident pairing paid-for clips with
extremist content. (McGoogan 2017) Another gruesome tendency is social media sites usage
to livestream videos of abuse that have scandalised the global community. (Ingram 2017)
These negative aspect is not likely to change the policies of the giant digital platforms. The
responsibility rests with arts professionals who are aware that ‘technology has become part of
cultural content’ as Daniel Burman put it. (‘Cultural Times’ 2015:97)
Digital competences and skills become essential aspects of the capacity building investment
for creators and a concern for cultural policy-makers. This is a challenge for all Europeans
because ‘European values’ are manifested in the egalitarian approach embodied by free public
education and culture for all. These are valuable resources at local level and a common
European competitive advantage globally. The two sectors – digital and culture - remain an
area of explicit sovereign policy of the member states. Even more influential may be the
implicit cultural policies shared across Europe and the new European Union strategies foster a
convergence across the 27 committed members’ states. (Koleva 2010) A timely and adequate
integration of culture in the digital strategy has become a priority because economic value is
no longer defined by the origin of export of the product/service. Instead, its powered is the
digital use – access and experience. In transitive rules, this would mean that:
if (A) European culture = (B) value and (B) value < (C) digital,
then (A) > B + C.
The relation (А) European culture and (C) digital opens new opportunities to:
1) collect, extract, analyse and monitor digital traces of cultural experience (live and
virtual) and of arts practices, integrated use in education, tourism, urban life etc.;
2) monitor the economic and social value of cultural offers – useful to public institutions
and cultural entrepreneurs
3) streamline the sharing of cultural resources (co-financing, co-creation, co-promotion,
cross-marketing etc.)
Most European arts and culture entities cluster in the micro enterprise end of the spectrum of
EU cultural industries. It is a recognised fact that ‘Europe suffers from a lack of mid-sized
companies in its creative sectors.’ (Cultural times 2015: 46) This makes the above three
opportunities a challenge manageable mostly at the larger scale of networking and valuesharing among cultural stakeholders.


Digital age creatives

3d on jobs in media & communication is Sofia’s position according to the ‘The Cultural
and Creative Cities Monitor’ (CCM 2017: 67). The reason it is that these jobs include
knowledge-intensive and creative sectors besides arts, design or architecture. In Bulgaria –
European Union member since 2007 and holding the Presidency of the Council of the
European Union in 2018 - the driving sector of the economy is information and
communication technologies (ICT). To a sector that is not as dependent on public policy as is
the cultural sector, the open market economy and the digital shift offer greater entrepreneurial
freedom as well as the opportunity for self-governance. In 2017, we established that it was a
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matter of forward vision for ICT and other business professionals to be engaged in activities
of the arts or cultural sector. (Koleva, Dimitrova 2017)
Arts professionals in Sofia typically earn their living by working in other sectors educational, advertising, creative industries, cultural tourism, entertainment, media industries
etc. Next to pursuing their artistic vocation, according to 69% of the respondents in the
survey, they are working across the economy. (Koleva, 2016) This means that general
statistics are not able to capture two important aspects of the creative force.
1) Precarious artistic careers pay few of the bills in Bulgaria. This causes migration into
other sectors and internationally.
2) Artists may appear a permanent freelancer base to policy-makers but often they transfer
important externalities by working inside businesses or other public sector entities.

Figure 3: Shared Vision Survey, Koleva 2016


Increased value transfer to artists

250 billion $US as a Global CCI Revenue in 2015 form the Cultural and creative industries
responsible for 3% of the world’s GDP and 7.7 m jobs in Europe.(Cultural Times 2015).
The revenue is not based on legal sales of artistic products and services only. It includes also
informal sales, ad revenue and public revenue. The ‘Cultural Times’ research, commissioned
by the International Confederation of Societies of Authors and Composers, proves that the
industries are growing at the costs of numerous artists being underprivileged by the arts
“market” in particular because of digital revenues.
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Figure 4: CCI revenues, Cultural Times 2015: 44
A fair share of the revenues should follow the work ‘along the whole value chain … such as
contractual relationships with subsequent exploiters (broadcasters, retailers, on-line platforms,
video-on-demand providers, etc. (Dusollier at al 2014). For the moment, Article 14 of
Directive 2000/31/EC on E-Commerce Directive transfers the responsibility for copyright
infringements to users who uploaded the content. Artist associations and cultural
organisations challenge this process, as they are the key stakeholders of this policy, which
makes them - partners in the policy-making process.
The battle can only be won collectively. In 2016 the European Commission (EC) forwarded
a proposal for a new Directive on copyright in the framework of the Digital Single Market
strategy. The copyright policy serves as implicit cultural policy because Article 13 will
narrow the ‘value gap’ between the online revenues and the revenue made by right-holders
(authors, performers or producers). The public and the creators’ interests should meet. An
example are new rules to allow consumers who paid for online content services in their home
country to access them when visiting another country within the EU, adopted by the Council
of the EU and effective as of April 2018. The artists’ rights remain in question.
‘Intellectual property rights become the key issue for latecomers in the global
competition ….’ (Castells 2006: 19). These latecomers appear to be artists (typically
prioritising professional recognition over product branding) and democracies in transition
such as Bulgaria, where civic participation had suffered a decline after the initial surge in the
1990s. (Castells 2006: 59) In such circumstances, the challenges are entangled.
The double fold has shaped the ‘Shared Vision’ project:
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1) Free initiative in the cultural field became possible when the ideology of ‘culture for
all’ ended, which meant that the economic crisis hit Bulgaria’s public sector in 1991.
This is two decades before it the global financial crisis of 2008 that reduced public
funding again.
2) By 2015 the importance of boosting competitiveness by expanding the creative
economy had become unquestionable. (Florida 2015) The power of digitally enhanced
art practices, including Theatre, was becoming evident. (Bakhshi & Throsby 2015)
3) The 2016 survey of the free arts scene in Sofia demonstrated that networks are vital
for evaluating and understanding the qualities of the cultural ecosystem that are not
translatable into conventional statistical indicators.
The project was designed in a participatory approach which integrated the 377
respondents to the online survey (using a ‘free’ digital platform) combined with in-depth
context analysis involving 93 direct participants in focus group analysis of the five artistic
fields. Nearly three hundred people took part in public meetings and the outreach was
estimated at 10 000 audience. A detailed proposal with four strategic priorities was developed
in nine months. It is still in the pipeline for endorsement by the city council of Sofia,
expecting public discussion in 2018.
‘Sofia Creative Partnerships’ 2017, the follow up project, has in the meantime verified core
priorities outlined by the ‘Shared Vision’ 2016 strategy proposal. It confirmed that Sofiabased businesses support the creative sector and the value of cultural externalities. Significant
is the evidence that long-term form of partnership attracts partners from the business sector
more than short-term benefits or recognition. (Koleva, Dimitrova 2017)
The areas where interests of the business, the arts scene and the municipality meet were
defined through in-depth work involving inter-sectoral expertise. Several action lines,
consistent with underlining the importance of business competencies and digital innovation
have been proposed:
- Professional development initiatives: training arts managers in business skills and offering
an inversed training for the business partners to partake in the logic of artistic creation and in
public presentation of contemporary art in Sofia;
- Building a contemporary art incubator in Sofia to promote innovation and creativity
initiatives based on trilateral partnerships;
- Introducing incentives for business involvement in the cultural processes of Sofia;
- Backing the Sofia digital information platform for culture as a gateway for the cultural
and related sector offerings and their audiences and clients (local, guests and tourists);
- Establishing an education platform for science, technology and contemporary art facing the
schools and youth of Sofia. (Koleva, Dimitrova 2017)



Public value and private rights holders

Digital access to artistic offer is an important public right for the digital generations. A
long and windy road is ahead of us all before this mission is completed. To illustrate this, here
is the short-lived success of a digital tool that served both the public and the right holders. The
digital application was intended to allow a correct form of reuse of public repositories. One
could integrate digitally a resource from Europeana digital culture collections along with the
meta codes describing the rights’ holder. Since no cost-efficient business model was found,
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the digital innovation offer ended. How could investment in digital tools for public access to
art surpass the business offer of ‘free digital content platforms’? The transfer of revenues
from profit-driven to public value generation is a challenging goal.

Figure 5: example of Euopeana embedr used to on a zoomed detail,
personal archive Petya Koleva 2016
Artworks transformed into trademarks. This is another example illustrating the values
shift. Among the European masterpieces expected to enter into public domain is Antoine de
Saint-Exupéry’s ‘The Little Prince’. Rights over its characters and drawings are already
protected by trademark registration. (Strycharz 2016). This happens because the right owners
(legal heirs or an organisation representing the legacy) become aware of the global market
revenue from the reuse of content or from works derivative from the famous artworks. The
demand is getting stronger every day as virtual and augmented reality innovate new creative
reuse quickly. In that context, how can we ensure that European culture is accessible to its
broad public and next generations?
Licences and patents have been used by artists or arts organisations before. Yves Klein and
Michael Jackson have patents over designs that resulted from specific experimentation. Both
were part of processes serving their creative practice, the International Klein Blue and the
Jackson’s anti-gravity shoes. Typically, legal protection is put in place in order to recognise
the ‘private’ investment made by the holder of the right, who is in this case the artist. Also,
they protect their creation against unwanted forms of commercial exploitation, however, these
are actions and costs that many artists cannot or would not use for economic as well as ethical
reasons.
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Figure 6: 1987 Michael Jackson in "Smooth Criminal" video. Images: Wild C. 2017

Citizens and artists invest privately in the creation of public externalities in an upturned
logic because public policies “encourage” them to seek commercial basis even for cultural
goods and services with substantial sociocultural impact, such as Theatre. The example at
hand is the Micro-teatro business model that was born in Madrid in the dawn of the economic
crisis in 2008. The global franchise is based on the know-how of converting existing
infrastructure to cultural use and experimenting with arts creation and public offer. It attracts
audiences who have new expectations of cultural experience. The performances are structured
by ‘intimate venues, short plays, small ticket prices and big risks’. (Hughes 2017) In 2017,
the Micro-teatro business model was also utilised by Instituto Cervantes in Sofia. This was a
cost-effective cultural diplomacy tool because the venue for the cultural performances were
the rooms of the institute itself.

Figure 7: Microteatro por el mundo, official website accessed Jan 2018
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Proposals and conclusions
“Recipes” that reduce the inherent risk of content production and gear the future investment
to a limited risk product are said to be defined by big creative industry business (music,
cinema and publishing). (Bain & Company 2013: p.9) This explains the age of extreme
marketing and the perpetual rivalling of products that are similar to each other or to past
creations. The predictive capacity of user behaviour analysis (available in digital data) may
undermine the value of creativity in economic and social aspects.
A global reaction is possible particularly thanks to civil society. This is how a ‘Convention
in the Digital Environment’ was endorsed in 2017 by the Parties to UNESCO’s ‘Convention
on the Protection and Promotion of the Diversity of Cultural Expressions’. (UNESCO 2017)
Participatory design of cultural strategies at local level are important too, this is why
Shared Vision project recently became a case study example. (Shishkova 2017) For the city of
Sofia, the in-depth survey on the free arts scene was the only way to gain information
regarding its qualities, impact and artistic achievements over the last twenty-five years. This
particular form of research defined challenges to artists’ careers, new professional practices
and the business capacities of free scene arts organisations that have been important in
defining a roadmap for action. For the free arts scene of Sofia, the ‘Shared vision’ project was
an occasion to research the essential features of the five artistic fields (Visual Arts, Theatre,
Literature, Music and Dance) and to establish a stronger local network.
Cultural research and participatory strategy developments strengthen the arts and culture
ecosystem. The implementation of evidence-based policy in action lines is the way to boost
distribution, cooperation as well as innovation in value-chains.
As new EU initiatives transform copyright, taxation and digital trade regulation, the
manifestation of European talent and creativity will grow.
Digital skills and knowledge are becoming essential to culture and arts managers for
which public investment will be crucial in the coming decade.
Note: A non-exhaustive list of post-socialist countries and societies that have been
undergoing radical internal changes since the 1990s includes: Albania, Armenia, Azebaijan,
Belarus, Bosnia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Latvia, Lithuania, Moldova, Poland, Romania,
Russia, Slovak Republic, Slovenia, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Ukraine, and Uzbekistan;
Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Estonia, FR Yugoslavia, FYR Macedonia,
Georgia, Hungary.
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